Abstract
The basic SSA technique consists of two complementary stages referred to A more detailed explanation of the steps underlying SSA for bicoid signal 125 extraction is provided below, and in doing so we mainly follow [2, 4] .
126
The first step maps a one dimensional time series Y N = (y 1 , . . . , y N ) into 127 a multi-dimensional series X 1 , . . . , X K with vectors X i = (y i , . . . , y i+L−1 )
T ∈ 128 R L , where K = N −L +1. Whilst the process itself is referred to as embedding,
where said to be uniquely defined if all the eigenvalues have a multiplicity of one.
146
The process of splitting the elementary matrices X i into several groups and 147 summing the matrices within each group is called grouping, and transfusing 148 each resultant matrix from the grouping step to a less noisy series is called 149 diagonal averaging.
150
As specifically noted in [2] , when using SSA, in general the first eigenvalue eigenvalue into a series which will now provide the extracted signal from Bcd. 1) The extracted Bcd trend must be smooth. This is in accordance with the 164 widely accepted definition of a trend which states that it must be a 'smooth' 165 additive component [1] .
167
2) Setting L sufficiently large enables the first eigenvalue, i.e. r = 1 (in some 168 cases, r = 1, 2) to extract a smooth signal for a given series. However, the as per the definition of a signal in [1] . Accordingly, it is evident that setting L 176 too small fails to achieve an optimal signal extraction with SSA for Bcd.
177
Figure 3: signal extraction from noisy Bcd with SSA choices of L = 2 and r = 1.
Secondly, let us consider what happens when we set L too large for the 178 same data set. Here, the maximum possible value of L is 150. As such, we set 179 L = 150 and seek to extract the signal in our data. Figure 4 shows the resulting 180 outcome. In this case, notice how the signal line is smooth (confirming that 181 setting L large can provide a smoother line) but the extracted signal fails to fit 182 well to the actual data, especially towards the tail of the series.
183
3) Based on points 1) and 2), we suggest the following threshold for the selec- 
Sequential and Hybrid Signal Extraction

198
Section 4 in this paper is dedicated to a discussion which focuses on the ex- grounds.
230
The basic idea underlying the hybrid signal extraction process is as follows: the residual is indeed white noise, as required by parametric models.
249
The modelling equations for ARIMA relevant to this study can be described 250 by following [18] . A non-seasonal ARIMA model may be written as:
where B is the backshift operator, c is a constant, p is the order of the au- nucleus of A-P axis. To present the data using a graph, the x-axis shows the However, to introduce a signal processing method capable of both noise filtering 292 and signal extraction, this paper considers the whole data which is unprocessed 293 for any noise reduction methods. 
Signal Extraction 295
Here, we consider real Bcd data and seek to extract the signal with SSA using 296 the newly proposed criteria as outlined in Section 2.1. In order to save space, via Figure 6 we only show the residuals corresponding models (as provided via the forecast package in R) on the residuals and report The residual analysis in Table 1 indicates that ARIMA models could be fitted one which enables users who wish to obtain white noise to achieve this following
391
Bcd signal extraction with SSA. We begin by fitting the ARIMA models as 
